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Stargate Roundtable Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday: 4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R
Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.

• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 - 413 - 9537 [Line 1]
530 - 763 - 1594 [Line 2]
530 - 646 - 4187 [Line 3]
530 - 876 - 9146 [Analog 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
B Conference Call
C Skype
D

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the presenter. Find
MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and click on “Library Archives”.
• The page which comes up is the familiar one; click on "Save link as" and the archive will download to the
site you indicate on your computer , or you can listen to the program directly.
● The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:

http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

● Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144

II
A

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 860-970-0300; PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
B
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Host:

MariettaRobert

Meditation:

Rainbird

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird
Go to Spacestationplaza.com – to locate specific days & lots
more information: just keep scrolling down!

26th Thurs – 3 KAN - Kan is the yellow electric seed being activated with the number 3 – working with the
potential of the seed.
27th Fri – 4 CHICCHAN – the serpent: working with the body sensing & shedding skins; 4 is the selfexisting tone of structure and measure
28th Sat – 5 CIMI – 5 is more stable, the tone of centeredness, an overtone called spectral. Cimi the linker
of worlds, bridger: linking one age with another
1st March Sun – 6 MANIK – a healing energy, the deer, the healing hand; 6 is rhythm and movement, a
tone of equality; testing of opposites, active receptivity of balance
2rd Mon – 7LAMAT -the stargate; 7 is the midpoint, top of the mountain
3rd Tues – 8 MULUC – 8 fine-tuning, harmonic resonance; galactic as well; moon energy working with
telepathy
4th Wed - 9 OC – 9 is expanded cycles; unconditional love
5th Thurs - 10 CHUEN – 10 is manifestation; Chuen is the monkey
No portal days in this week, or next week either.
• March 1 – Levels 1-5 - her class on Universal Energy
• a method of hands-on healing using the 6 chakras of our bodies to alleviate
people's suffering; always transmitted in the feeling of charity and love
• Master Dang is the founder of the school
• 2 - 5 pm EST
$152; no charge for those over 75, or in the ministry, or seriously ill
• lightenergync@gmail.com
• Dial in # 712-775-7031, PIN 767 722 364#
[a phone conference call]
• Will be doing the next level on March 29th, working with the 3rd eye
• can open up the dial pad on Skype and call that way:
• telus phone company in Canada charges 20¢ a minute; Skype probably charges a lot less
• Can also sign up for PINGO which is also cheaper: call MariettaRobert to get on this one
Annie Rose/Astrology
• 4 major eclipses in 2015
• April 4th full moon, total lunar
• Sept 13th partial solar eclipse, new moon
• Sept 28 a fullmoon, total lunar eclipse

•
•
•
•

March 20th – total solar eclispe, new moon; equinox
June 21st Solstice
Sept 23rd equinox
Dec 21st 2015 – solstice

http://www.bbsradio.com/syncf/Stargate_Round_Table/Stargate_Round_Table_2015-02-19.mp3
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HARD NEWS
R/T: Praise, respect, thank and love the feelings that come up, as this is HARD news
Chicago: a nice Hispanic man running for mayor, has a lot of light around him when you see him on the
TV; running against Rahm Emmanuel
• We have a concentration camp, a black site in the heart of Chicago where people are
tortured, & killed, disappeared – another Abu Grave [and from Thom Hartmann: another
think coming if we think this is only happening in Chicago!]
KOS: Rahm Emmanuel has taken on the role of Heinrich Himmler in this country: not a pretty picture
KOS: the police are acting like the SS – people are disappeared: may get picked up and falsely accused;
people tortured to the point of confessing about things they have not done
• one man held in a holding cell; when they found him, he was “not here”
Mike Papantonio of Ring of Fire: these are US citizens who are being held in the black site
prison. People of colour, of Arabic or Islamic descent which is the modus operandi of the
Dark Side at the moment
• Amy Goodman talked of it this morning; Sam Seder talked about it today: this is why KOS said we
have a Heinrich Himmler in the heart of Chicago
• Emmanuel's predecessors were just the same, connected with mayor Daly:
• R was in Chicago in 1968 at a convention when the policer were “busting heads” at the park;
• R is lucky to be talking about it because lots of people are no longer here after that '68 convention;
• we have the 4th Reich here, right in our faces!
• Boehner and Netanyahu are challenging Mr 19.5* who is moving us forward, and they want to
take us back to the 19th century and conditions discussed by Charles Dickens: Scrooge was
the middle class; Cratchett was working poor; Tiny tim - there was no social services then
• The darkness is being brought forth ruthlessly to the surface ow
• Mohammed Amwazi from London – a graduate of computer program now identified as “Jahadi John”
• now he is the face of Islam. He was Kuwaiti born, British citizen; at the age of 6 came to Britain
• the Cage Group, a Briitish muslim group, who worked with him; says the man they knew was
gentle, soft-spoken, kind, a most humble young person; former neighbours are stunned.
R: if the people in Twitterland can get the story out about Emanual, they will help the Hispanic man have a
successful challenge to Rahm Emmanuel as Mayor
He is part of the Israeli Moussad, and Netanyahu
• Iran already has nukes which are neutralized; Dr Keshe's technologies are fully operational
• Iran also has technology based in the nuclear format that supports medicine – don't
need nuclear reactors to boil water & create electricity: just ask Father Sky as Tesla did.
• As we work backward [over the past week], there are so many pieces which have to do with everything
going on: about obfuscation and the absolute insanity of what is happening with the Republicans
who are drooling hate for Obama as he moves us forward
• Obama, on Wednesday Feb 25th , did his townhall meeting in Florida: it was awesome to see people
stand up and ask questions of him.
• Sacred Geometry: Nassim Harimein: knows KOS; is one of our teachers / masters on the planet and
knows about Metatron's cube, the tesserach, the merkaba vehicle that we are becoming: the place
where the quantum energy fields come into play as we become living merkabas
• it is what Ashtar does: extends his personal body merkaba to surround his ship, The New
Jerusalem, in at least 12 layers
• There are so many Black Ops stories: the Langley story; nukes to be dropped on Ukraine; the Pentagon
catching CIA agents: half of what you hear you cannot believe
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• As we focus more on love, these stories fall by the wayside: love our friends, and keep our
enemies closer
Somalia: a new ambassador has been assigned to work with Somalia, a no man's land at the moment.
Russia: a document published by the only independent newspaper in Russia: KOS said it was written by
US Black Ops and planted there;
• the news agency was formerly progressive & alternative; now it has been infected and prints
Black Ops articles
• the story is that Russia had a pre-meditated plan that had been acted out: KOS said it is ONE
HUGE BLACK OP; NOT PUTIN BUT US, the west, THE U. S.
• KOS said that Obama is really pissed that Boehner and Netanyahu have refused to meet with
Democrats, just Republicans
KOS shared about the Rahm Emanuel story: has to do with what is being played out on extreme
white websites that talk about the end of days: these Republicans and Israel are playing out
the Book of Numbers, the numerical code texts for the biblical interpretation of the end times
• they want to play with the idea of a messianic figure called the anti-Christ who [they think] is
about to show up; in the Islamic world, he is called the Mahdi, Kalki Maitraya, the 10 th
incarnation of Lord Krishna
• they are trying to say the dark is light, and the light is dark – the Mahdi is NOT THE ANTI-CHRIST
• A story that got twisted and cajoled: remember when Nelson Mandela left the planet, and all the
presidents went to Africa and met in a special place – Cameron, Obama, Bush Jr, others
• KOS said they went to a secret location, somewhere underground and met with a being
supposedly called Marduk one of the Annuaki, an elohim, one of the fallen Nephilim
• It was below the Orogobi Gorge in the Central African Republic; a large place - lots of fighting
going on there –
[ Emmanual is head of the Mossad in the US, when there is not supposed to be a foreign Secret
Service in existence ]
• the Club of Rome, the nazis tied in with the Zionists: this small group of zionists believe they are
the chosen ones, and that the messianic figure will challenge the mahdi !
• they think they are doing revelations – BUT IT IS OVER, FINISHED! IT HAS BEEN
CANCELLED
• Has also to do with the lunatic fringe , the Republican governors: Kasich, Walker, Scott, Perry, all
of them • the Republicans are split here: the house wants to nix the Homeland Security; the Senate wants
to take a separate bill put together by McConnell:
KOS: why do we want the linguistics of “The Homeland”? What does this bring to mind?
• “First they came for the Christians, then they came for the gypsies, then they came for me”
KOS: good riddance to it!
• Dep't of Homeland Security: the independent contractors under homeland security;
• there are 12 different branches of the CIA
• whatever was going on in Langley is affecting other places – they set their secret policy there
• still a stronger and stronger push for the redacted 28 pages which would reveal what was going
on with one of Germany's people – we need to hold accountable our war criminals for
torture and murder
Ukraine: the Kiev military is beginning to pull heavy equipment off the field
Sam Seder's show, The Majority Report, on Thursday: Guests were a police woman and a fireman who
were first responders at Ground Zero, who came on the program on an encrypted satellite phone;
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• in the short period after 9/11, they were able to get out of NYC by plane before all the other
airlines save that of the Saudis were stopped
• They know that israel, the Saudis, our cops did 9/11
• a story today about Israel and the Saudis being good buddies – now we have the zionists hanging
out with the Saudis: Israel / the Zionists did 9/11 was planned since the killing of JFK
• Fox news tramping on the good name of LBJ: yet LBJ collaborated to help get rid of JFK
• The 2 people on the Sam Seder show are “Jack” and “Jill” - they decided to go to Moscow, Russia, as
Europe is connected to Interpol which is corrupted in many ways; Russia has its own international
police tied in with the KGB – still a safer bet than the US Black Ops
• they went via China to Butan, on the far NE of India; it borders Nepal and China
• they met with Tibetan Buddhist Llamas who went to Butan for refuge: the Chinese are
murdering people in Tibet, right, left and centre.
• Through the Tibetan Llamas, they met the Andromedans, the Pleiadans
• Jack and Jill reported on the show that the Andromedans, the Pleiadians and the Sirians have
said they are intervening in the affairs of earth at this time
• the people of earth will see more and more of our craft, fully decloak; they will land, meet
& greet the people who are open to first contact
• the Tibetan monks of Butan were chosen by the galactics to host them, to be messengers
• Leonard Nemoy / Dr Spock – in hospital with NHPD: Rama has known Dr Spock since he was 13!
• also knew Bob Hope, bin Crosby, Danny Kaye & others – No longer here;
• Bob Hope was connected with the Black Ops who used people of Hollywood to do things
to the children & others to gain influence and lots and lots of money.
• Heard Neil Young sing “Mother Earth” the other day
Guest Spot: Tara, Rama
Audio: Nassim Haramein 2010 – Part 1 of 6: a lecture by a theoretical physicist: unification of physics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7UOCw-FsIc

Published on 3 Mar 2013

Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7UOC...
Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaJSP...
Part 3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WYlO...
Part 4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LDSk...
Part 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02RQf...
Part 6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HZIZ...
Question Time: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JuFc...
Remember, that in the new edition of Cognos, Marco will have AD that is Nassim Haramein
emissary and will explain the new research of Nassim.
Cognos 2013, March 9, 2013
R: just found a new black hole, formed just after the big bang – about ?? billion years ago
It's 12,000 x the size of the sun!
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Return to Hard News
Audio: Thom Hartmann – Conversations with Great Minds Feb 26/15
T: the desperation of the dark side is what is in the air, yet the movement towards resolution is also there
Full Show 2/25/2015: Conversations with Great Minds: Eric Foner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=IYbAvxd77oE
http://www.thomhartmann.com/bigpicture/conversations-wgreat-minds-p1-prof-eric-foner-hidden-historyunderground-railroad
http://www.thomhartmann.com/bigpicture/conversations-wgreat-minds-p2-prof-ericfoner-hidden-history-underground-railroad
Gateway to Freedom: The Hidden History of the Underground Railroad
Hardcover – by Eric Foner
January 19, 2015
The dramatic story of fugitive slaves and the antislavery activists who defied the
law to help them reach freedom.
More than any other scholar, Eric Foner has influenced our understanding of
America's history. Now, making brilliant use of extraordinary evidence, the
Pulitzer Prize–winning historian once again reconfigures the national saga of
American slavery and freedom.
A deeply entrenched institution, slavery lived on legally and commercially even
in the northern states that had abolished it after the American Revolution. Slaves
could be found in the streets of New York well after abolition, traveling with
owners doing business with the city's major banks, merchants, and manufacturers. New York was
also home to the North’s largest free black community, making it a magnet for fugitive slaves
seeking refuge. Slave catchers and gangs of kidnappers roamed the city, seizing free blacks,
often children, and sending them south to slavery.
To protect fugitives and fight kidnappings, the city's free blacks worked with white abolitionists to
organize the New York Vigilance Committee in 1835. In the 1840s vigilance committees
proliferated throughout the North and began collaborating to dispatch fugitive slaves from the
upper South, Washington, and Baltimore, through Philadelphia and New York, to Albany,
Syracuse, and Canada. These networks of antislavery resistance, centered on New York City,
became known as the underground railroad. Forced to operate in secrecy by hostile laws, courts,
and politicians, the city’s underground-railroad agents helped more than 3,000 fugitive slaves
reach freedom between 1830 and 1860. Until now, their stories have remained largely unknown,
their significance little understood.
Building on fresh evidence—including a detailed record of slave escapes secretly kept by Sydney
Howard Gay, one of the key organizers in New York—Foner elevates the underground railroad
from folklore to sweeping history. The story is inspiring—full of memorable characters making their
first appearance on the historical stage—and significant—the controversy over fugitive slaves
inflamed the sectional crisis of the 1850s. It eventually took a civil war to destroy American
slavery, but here at last is the story of the courageous effort to fight slavery by "practical abolition,"
person by person, family by family.
24 pages of illustrations
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Reading: Carl Boudreau~ Astrology Status for February 20, 2015

[SEE BELOW]

Reading:

I Ching – mating with the tiger

[SEE BELOW]

Closing:

Mother

Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One; in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
T: this whole day has been quite a challenge, Mother: the challenges we are asked to look at and stay
centred at the same time!
Mo: all of the situations that have been discussed tonight: - just remember the speck, the dot – there is no
spoon!
T: And where the leaks are, there is matter!
Mo: what she could say is follow the trail of star dust back to where we came from; after all, it is just a
speck in the eye of All That Is: it is in this moment of reflection of the shining example of what we
have been asked to go to – that place of NO Time, there is No time; therefore, there is nothing and
everything
• It is that paradox where we ask the deepest of questions: is there no more?
• Remember, we are everything, everyone: it is the nature of reality. What is real? It is that place where she
and we are One, the Great Eye of Divinity, All That Is. Remember this as we move into this place of
space / time, no time!
• We are at the end and the beginning of every moment.
Sat Nam!
T: This is our time in the night work; we'll see each other on the bridge; may the circle be unbroken!
R: he went to the sun – the sun is just saying
“Remember this is the time where we shine with the brilliance of all that we are!”
Music:
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-02-20

Carl Boudreau~ Astrology Status for February 20, 2015

20 February 2015 at 18:57
Asteroids, Conscience, and Collective Consciousness
According to Richard Tarnas in his book Cosmos and Psyche (http://amzn.to/1ElRWvC), the discovery
of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto correlated with the emergence of mass consciousness as a powerful force
in society.
In recent decades, astronomers have discovered a number of smaller bodies with orbits near those of
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. Might these recently discovered smaller bodies also be bringing something
new into our shared history. If so, what might that be? And what effect will it have on the lives of
individuals?
Close to Home
Many other things are at work in our personal lives, but morality and ethics form the foundation and
framework of our lifestyle. Moral and ethical principles tell us how to achieve our goals without doing
harm and disturbing social harmony or drawing negative responses from others?
Generally speaking, there is a moral or ethical principle for virtually nearly every eventuality. In theory,
society would function best when all its members follows its shared moral principles.
Society’s Evil Twin
There exists another realm of consciousness, though, mass consciousness. It is the realm of "group
psychology," “group dynamics” or "mob psychology."
On the mass level, there appear to be only coarse, fragmentary versions of the moral sensibilities found
on the personal level. When we stare into the mass mind, we often seem to see society’s evil twin
staring back at us.
The power of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto might have made mass consciousness a force to be reckoned
with in society, but from the point of view of morality, mass consciousness is still a work in progress.
Certainly, moral sensibility is the stiffened spine of individual consciousness as it must be of mass
consciousness. Although that will be a long time coming.
Socializing the Mass Mind?
That, I believe, is where bodies like Nessus and the other asteroids come into the picture. Following is
a list of some of the smaller bodies featured in one of my recent statuses on the Saturn Sagittarius
ingress (http://on.fb.me/1K34CMS). There are myths associated with the figures these bodies are
named after and those myths give some hint of what the influence of those bodies might be.
~ Pholus (1992) appears to govern our ability to respect and uphold community standards in our
personal lives.
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~ Nessus (1993) appears to me to govern our ability to maintain moral freedom in the face of negative
pressure from society and from within one’s self.
~ Chariklo (1997) appears to govern our respect for personal boundaries, including the most subtle,
unspoken personal boundaries in even the most delicate situations.
~ Ixion (2001) appears to govern the moral integrity of those in high office.
The myths associated with the figures these bodies are named after seem intended, at least in part, to
foster a sense of moral obligation to the other members of a social group. The recent discovery of these
bodies, then, suggests that we should be seeing evidence of the evolution of moral sensibility in the
mass mind since the discovery of these bodies.
The Age of Aquarius, The Age of the Mass Mind?
Pholus, Nessus and so on, all related to the development of a collective moral sensibility, were all
discovered in the 1990s and 2000s. Their discovery did in fact correlate with analogous developments
in technology and mass culture.
The idea of political correctness, for example, is to refine the moral sensibility embodied in mass
consciousness and, through that, to refine the moral sensibility of the masses (i.e. us). These bodies
were discovered in the 1990s. Political correctness became a household term in the 1990’s.
The internet, in development essentially since the 1960s, emerged as a commonly accessible, widely
used mass medium in the 1990s. Mass culture and the internet are now thoroughly entwined and
massively interactive. Social networking sites like Facebook grew to reflect, at least approximately, the
breadth, variety and complexity of the real social world.
A Portal to the Mass Mind
Mass consciousness was no longer this vast, inaccessible space. It no longer seemed like such an
unmanageable, unpredictable force in human affairs. The internet gave us a handle on mass
consciousness.
Through the internet, we began to explore and reshape mass consciousness and, through mass
consciousness, reshape and uplift society. And that is what we should expect to see if the discovery of
bodies like Pholus, Nessus, Chariklo and Ixion were, in fact, related to the moral evolution of mass
consciousness.
We began to see efforts to establish a respect for boundaries on social network sites (à la Chariklo). We
began using the internet to impose higher values on elected officials and other public figures (Ixion).
Examples of the kind of thing just mentioned are legion. And that is, as I said, what we might expect to
see if the discovery of bodies like Pholus, Nessus, Chariklo and Ixion were, in fact, related to the
evolution of mass consciousness.
The discovery of bodies like Nessus and Ixion also seems to imply that our moral sensibility is being
altered. The implication is that these bodies will cause us to respond to moral issues in mass
consciousness as deeply and strongly as we often respond to moral issues in our personal lives.
We would feel collective morality as if it were an extension of our personal morality, and vice versa.
The moral wrongs of the world will no longer go unnoticed or feel unconnected to us.
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Increasingly, apathy and complacency will no longer seem like an option to people. Over time, this
enhanced and expanded moral sensibility will lead to widespread and radical reform.
The Hard Part
Our moral sensibility involves moral intuitive insight - conscience - and practical, worldly knowledge.
Everything we know and sense comes into play.
But conscience is also essentially a psychosomatic phenomenon. Our response to moral issues runs
deep. It overflows the distinction between mind and body.
It is almost instantaneous and all but reflexive. Our responses to moral issues are second nature. We
wear our moral and ethical values like a second skin.
Conscience, then, has roots deep in our being. Moral issues affect us consciously and unconsciously,
mentally, emotionally and physically.
Many of the so-called blocks that we struggle with are essentially moral in nature and origin. Many of
our buried wounds are the result of moral wrongs committed against us or moral dilemmas we have not
resolved. Repressed shame and guilt are also essentially moral in nature.
Any event that seriously affects our moral sensibility can bring these uncomfortable, even painful,
thoughts and feelings to the surface. That can force us to interrupt or change our lives and do whatever
it takes to process them effectively.
Maintaining our psychological equilibrium will probably be more difficult as we become more
sensitive to moral issues at the level of collective consciousness. In fact, it might be our growing
sensitivity to such issues in mass consciousness that has caused so many to experience such powerful
and difficult releases in recent months.
I have not made a systematic study of the matter, but it is my recollection that these smaller bodies
have been playing an ever more prominent role in recent astrological charts. They certainly are playing
an important role in the Saturn Sagittarius ingress chart (http://on.fb.me/1K34CMS) that recently went
into effect. See my status for December 31 (http://on.fb.me/1D0oaMF), also.
Conclusion
I have basically argued that the discovery of the asteroids with orbits similar to those of Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto correlates with the development of the internet and efforts to infuse mass
consciousness with a more refined moral sensibility, among other things.
The effect of these bodies will also put a strain on individuals as they adjust to the increased demands
on their nervous systems made by a heightened sensitivity and responsiveness to moral issues
circulating through mass consciousness.
Many of us are playing catch up. But eventually, we will get caught up and we will enjoy the benefits
of an enhanced moral sensibility in society without suffering those difficult releases.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/10206214960201401/
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2015-02-16

The I Ching for week of Feb 16, 2015

#10

Lü

Mating with the Tiger

Above
Below

Qian/Gan
Dui

Heaven/energy/Spirit power
Open, easy, responsive.

The Wisdom:

The heavens are sounding
Slow down so you can hear
Between each step is a pause
In that pause life resides

It is in the tiger’s cave where spirit mates with man. This metaphorical cave is the place that lightening meets
thunder and where heaven meets earth. Be aware at this moment in time is when all your small
accomplishments have led to this point, the point of making the spirit journey. The trek up the mountain where
you are to make an offering. If your offering is correct and your approach is with dignity and humility, you mate
with spirit. If your steps are too fast and you are rude, brash and do not adhere to the ancestral ways of good
behavior, the tiger will no longer be a guide: it will morph into the fierce guardian of spirit that is very dangerous.
Trust me, you do not want to go there.
At the crossroads that you stand before, you are to make a choice. One path is hidden in shadow. Beyond the
shadow the path seems clear and leads to guaranteed prosperity. The other path is clear and enticing; however
it promises nothing. There is no glimpse of success or conquest. This is the path that leads up the mountain of
the tiger’s cave where spirit resides. This path, though bright and clear, is arduous as it climbs up the steep
mountain.
This is a ritual journey that seems, at its core, to be very familiar. Intercourse, spiritually, sexually and in
commerce, must now more than ever be treated with honor and great care. It is this intercourse that can bring
you the focus and energy to accomplish your goals if your behavior is honorable. You have chosen your life path
before and you have done well but, this time, much more is at stake. If you choose to follow the shadow path, as
your slick and shiny ego would prompt you to do, you may make it to your goal unscathed on the outside, the
way you are seen by others. They will praise and honor you. While on the inner plane spirit will have not allowed
you into the mating cave and you will have much in materiality but feel empty, lonely and unable to connect with
your spirit force, the force of joy and love.
Your companions on this journey are of utmost importance for you cannot do this alone. Choose well and hold
them close. This is not the time to try to lift people up to your level, whether in business, social interactions, or in
your personal relationships. Be kind, loving, and compassionate for sure, but be cautious as to who is rolling with
you at this very important juncture on your path. Giving your power away at this time will be disastrous. You have
done this in the past and it wrought anger, resentment and disappointment. What is familiar is not always the
best choice.
It is now of great importance to travel with persons of like desires and goals for the greater good for all. For us as
individuals, and for us as children of Gaia and Great Spirit, we must demonstrate respect and care. This will
bring light to the path and will please Spirit and the ancestors who are always there as guides and angels. The
Tiger on your path also sees this and protects you and will not bring harm to you, your relationships, family or
tribe.
Relationships can be difficult at this time. Nurture them with loving care, fierce honesty and great dignity. Do not
stoop to petty arguments that spin and spin and go nowhere. It will be of great benefit to find that a loving
silence, which can be a salve to the wounds, acquired as you fought with and dodged obstructions on this climb
to the height of Spirit Mountain, to where your truth of heart and soul, alma, reside. Give loving care to the soul,
and the response will be immediate and enlivening. You have the knowing of how it should look and feel, and
you are well positioned to create the way, the Tao of life. This is fully in your power to do…become the loving
heart, and the soulful companion to friends, associates and lovers. In this way, you will find what you have been
looking and hoping for…actions that feed the best in others and in yourself.
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It is vital that, during your process of personal growth, and in your desire for change for the greater good, that
you treat others who come through your life, no matter what position or attitude they may hold, with respect and
kindness. It is of great importance to understand that the way you are in the world is your soul’s reflection. If your
interactions with others are tinged with mean spiritedness, disrespect, or harshness, that negativity will stick to
your energy field; it will be an energetic dark fog that can be felt by all you interact with, be it family members,
friends, associates, or strangers. This energy repels the good and attracts more of its own kind of negativity. In
short, you attract exactly what you project. Should you have a buildup of negativity held in place by improper
conduct, you will become blinded to your true path of learning, seeing, and living your truth.
You have arrived at a turning point where the demand for looking into your authentic self is the only action that
will free you. If you refuse this offer, there will be no way out and you will be bound to the wheel to serve again at
the behest of old ways and patterns that, when lived through again and again, will leave you damaged in body,
mind, heart and spirit. When times like these present themselves there are, just behind a dark force or shiny gift,
ways to convert darkness to light. Where tears give way to joy and you can again dance with the spirit force that
was yours from your birth and patiently has awaited your return. It will be elementary if you let go of the
complexity of the analytical mind that the ego tries to convince you is the way. It is most certainly not the way.
In essence, that if you are not fully aware as you conduct your daily life, and have your head in the clouds as you
step into the road in front of an oncoming bus or as you climb the mountain and miss your foothold, you will be
part of a negative whole that is eating away at the world’s peoples. By being aware and showing kindness to
your companions, you will not slip or fall; you will be warned, supported and loved as you move into the space of
satisfactory conclusion. This action, that begins with you, will spread as a beacon of light to all of earth’s people,
and your action will bring hope to others who are trapped in a darkness of their own making, as were you.
The simple good manners that we should have learned as young people, such as the words please, excuse me,
and thank you, carry a lot of weight as we move through our days, as does the respect for elders, whether they
are different from you or in a different strata of society.
Look scrupulously to your inner conduct: If you find jealousy, greed, or envy in your thoughts, do your best to
become aware of and deconstruct this mental aberration. Correct your thinking and let go of old judgments and
disparaging words aimed at yourself or others (including the feelings of guilt that may have arisen for having had
this “bad” thought). Jealousy breeds more jealousy, judgment breeds more judgment, just as kindness breeds
more kindness and unconditional love brings love to you in full force like the lightening in a storm.
The words you think are more powerful than the words you say. See the negative words and change them on the
spot. This action, as simple as it seems, has an enormous impact and will feed you in a very deep and positive
way.
It is the magic of good manners and proper conduct that can open the doors to love, health, and abundance.
This kind of correct behavior will bring joy to you and to those around you. Joy nourishes creativity. The joining of
joy and creativity brings a deeply felt satisfaction that is a healing balm to your heart and soul, opening the
doorway to prosperity in all things.
If you love, speak of love; if you are grateful, speak words of gratitude; if you are in need, ask for assistance with
grace and no expectations.
This week, make kindness, compassion, and good manners your exercise. When you do, you will reap swift
results.
Dance the dance of love.
In Lak’esh
BobbyK
www.bobbyklein.com
www.theempressssecret.com
www.theichingweekly.com
https://www.facebook.com/bobbykleinOfficial
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